
Value Line
Window Perf Vinyl Application

Step 1

Prepare a 15% water/ 85% alcohol 
solution to clean the glass surface.

Clean the glass surface removing 
all debris. ( Take care to get way in the 
corners and edges ]

Step 2 Step 3

Pull back a small strip of the liner
creating a hinge. [ Try to avoid touching 
the exposed adhesive ]

Step 6

Begin to pull back liner while 
keeping tension on the vinyl.

Squeegee vinyl down to the glass
surface as you pull the liner away. 

Step 5Step 4

Apply the hinge to the glass surface. 
( Be sure your image is straight ]

*All tips are intended to be a recommendation. Due to application variables, we suggest you test product before mounting final print. 
  All longevity estimates are for unprinted material under normal conditions.

*Temperature of glass must be moderate before application - between 50°F and 90°F 

Application Temperature

*In hot weather, apply film in the early morning while glass is still cool; try to avoid installation in direct sunlight 
*In cold weather, apply film mid-day after windows have warmed

Window Perf Tips
* A soapy water solution may also be used to clean glass
* Do not use Ammonia or Solvent based Glass cleaner ( Windex ) 
to clean window before application 
* Edge sealing tape should be used around the entire graphic 
for additional longevity
* Lamination may need to be applied for long term/heavy 
environmental scenarios
* Perf needs to be cut 1/8” away from the silicon/caulk

Printing Tips

*  Use a moderate ink load to keep a good balance between 
acceptable impact and over saturation (Which can lead to edge 
curl )

* Use an external dryer or allow inks to outgas for a set period 
of time to reduce edge release


